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Abstract. User interests are usually distributed in diﬀerent systems on
the Web. Traditional user interest modeling methods are not designed
for integrating and analyzing interests from multiple sources, hence, they
are not very eﬀective for obtaining comparatively complete description of
user interests in the distributed environment. In addition, previous studies concentrate on the text level analysis of user interests, while semantic
relationships among interests are not fully investigated. This might cause
incomplete and incorrect understanding of the discovered interests, especially when interests are from multiple sources. In this paper, we propose
an approach of user interest modeling based on multi-source personal information fusion and semantic reasoning. We give diﬀerent fusion strategies for interest data from multiple sources. Further more, we investigate
the semantic relationship between users’ explicit interests and implicit
interests by reasoning through concept granularity. Semantic relatedness
among interests are also brieﬂy illustrated for information fusion. Illustrative examples based on multiple sources on the Web (e.g. microblog
system Twitter, social network sites Facebook and LinkedIn, personal
homepage, etc.) show that proposed approach is potentially eﬀective.

1

Introduction

User interests have shown their increasing importance in driving the development
of personalized Web services and user-centric applications. Existing studies on
analyzing user interests focus on browsing behaviors (such as duration) and
browsing contents (such as viewed Web pages) [1,2]. These methods can only
get users’ previous interests. Meanwhile, the obtained user interests are limited
by the contents of the viewed Web pages. Another direction for obtaining user
interests is to ask users to have direct inputs or provide feedbacks (such as
evaluating the resources, or adding tags) [3], but sometimes users do not have
positive attitudes to take part in these activities. In addition, many users cannot
provide a relatively complete list of his/her interests since user interests are
usually distributed in diﬀerent environments.
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In this paper, we focus on ﬁnding user interests directly from user generated
contents. User interests might be distributed in diﬀerent sources on the decentralized Web platform (e.g. microblog, social network site(SNS), homepage, etc.).
Hence, we propose to integrate user interests from these sources. The idea and
methods of information fusion is brought to obtain user interests from these heterogeneous sources. Considering the characteristics of these diﬀerent sources, we
propose a weighted fusion approach for multi-source user interests modeling.
User interests are divided into explicit interests and implicit interests [4]. Explicit interests are deﬁned as user interests that are explicitly stated by users
in some way. Implicit interests are inferred ones from explicit interests [5]. Text
mining is a commonly used approach for inferring user interests, nevertheless, it
is hard for this approach to infer accurate hierarchical relationships among interests. In order to solve this problem, in this paper, we utilize semantic reasoning
with domain ontology to infer implicit interests from users’ explicit ones. User interests are characterized as domain concepts, and implicit interests are obtained
by inference with superclass and subclass relations. By using this approach, the
context of the explicit interests can be acquired.
Personal information fusion on user interests helps to integrate, analyze, and
understand user interests distributed in the decentralized Web platform. Semantic reasoning helps to infer implicit interests and produce contextual understanding of the discovered interests. By using these two approaches, one can
get relatively complete understanding of a speciﬁc user’s interests, and produce
more personalized services for them.

2
2.1

The Framework of Multi-source Personal Information
Fusion for User Interests Modeling
The Workflow of Multi-source User Interests Modeling

User interests are distributed in diﬀerent Web-based systems and platforms in
the Web age. Each user may hold several accounts, while each of them are related
to some unique user interests related data. In order to make the user interests
modeling process more accurate and complete, a workﬂow need to be designed
and several major steps need to be considered. Here we brieﬂy discuss each step.
S tep 1. Information sources selection and user data extraction. In this step,
diﬀerent sources which are related to user interests need to be selected. After
selection of resources, with user authorization, user related data need to be
extracted for user interests discovery.
S tep 2. Single-source user interests discovery. In this step, user interests are
discovered by keywords extraction and analysis from each single source. Diﬀerent
keywords analysis methods can be applied, such as cumulative interests statistics,
retained interests, interests durations, etc [6].
S tep 3. Multi-source interests fusion. In this step, discovered interests from
Step 2 are integrated together by information fusion strategies to produce a
relatively complete ranked list of the speciﬁed user.
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Fig. 1. The Workﬂow of Multi-source User Interests Modeling

S tep 4. User interests and their ontology description. In this step, user interests need to be described by knowledge representation languages. User interests
ontology need to be produced based on these descriptions.
S tep 5. Semantic reasoning on existing interests. In this step, reasoning techniques are applied to produce implicit interests based on existing ones. In this
way, one can understand user interests in contexts and the implicit interests also
help to reﬁne the user interests ontology.
Figure 1 gives an overview of these steps. In the next section, we will discuss
each steps in details. Novel methods that are designed for each step will be
proposed. Meanwhile, concrete illustrative examples and discussions will be given
in the context of real data from the Web.
2.2

Multi-source Information Extraction for User Interests
Modeling

As is mentioned above, we plan to integrate user’s personal information from
diﬀerent sources. In the current Web environment, we choose to get user information from various social network sites (SNS), homepages, professional networks, etc. Diﬀerent types of SNS record diﬀerent kinds of information about
user. For example, Twitter records one’s real-time status and most recent interested events in 140 characters, while Facebook stores relatively longer notes,
likes and shared resources. Homepages and professional networks contain user’s
education information, work experiences, publications and long term interests
(e.g. LinkedIn), etc.
Hence, we choose Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and homepage for multi-source
personal information extraction. These selections cover most personal data that
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are publicly accessible. As shown in Figure 1. Open APIs of these Web platforms make sure the accessibility of related user data. (Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn provide their own API for downloading user related data, while homepage information can be crawled through Google Web API). We should emphasize that the information sources we selected can be adjusted according to the
actual situation of a speciﬁc user. For instance, if a speciﬁc user may have no
Twitter account but have a Sina Weibo (a Chinese microblog similar to Twitter)
account, then we should also add this site as a source.
Generally speaking, user interests can be represented by keywords. Hence,
keyword extraction is essential in user interests modeling. An interest may need
single-word term or multi-word term to represent. If we only consider single-word
term, space between words can be used for segmenting interests. If we consider
multi-word term, more complex term extraction algorithms and tools need to be
applied. In our study, we use AlchemyAPI for keywords extraction1 .
2.3

Dynamic and Static User Interests

User related information from multiple sources can be roughly divided into two
types, dynamic information and static information. The dynamic information
refer to the information with created or update time (e.g. Tweets, Facebook
notes, LinkedIn information). While the static information refer to those with
no time tags (e.g. professional interests, aﬃliation, and education information
from one’s homepage). These two diﬀerent types of information should be separately considered, since we can extract diﬀerent types of interests from them.
Dynamic information contains dynamic interests with tagged time slots, and
static information contains static interests. In most cases, static interests can be
treated as long-term interests, otherwise, users will not state them on relatively
static sources such as homepage.
Dynamic and static interests have diﬀerent usages in speciﬁc applications.
Although they sometimes have overlaps (e.g. “Semantic Web” can be found both
on the author Frank van Harmelen’s Twitter and on his homepage), they should
be treated separately. In our study, dynamic interests are analyzed statistically
and ranked list of interests are with values, while static interests are organized as
an independent interests set, and they will not be ranked together with dynamic
interests. In personalized Web applications, static interests, such as aﬃliation
and location, serve as additional contextual information of the speciﬁed user,
while dynamic interests serve as implicit constraints for user activities.

3

User Interests Fusion Strategies

3.1

Decision Level Fusion for User Interests Modeling

Although microblog, social network sites, professional network sites, and homepage are diﬀerent types of Web-based systems, they can be considered as various
1

AlchemyAPI is a product of Orchestr8, LLC, a provider of semantic tagging and text
mining. Term extraction by AlchemyAPI is based on statistical natural language
processing and machine learning (http://www.alchemyapi.com/)
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sensors that provide user related data from diﬀerent perspectives. Hence, the integration of user interests from multiple Web-based systems can be considered
as multi-sensor information fusion.
Based on information fusion theory, fusion strategies can be divided into three
types, namely, data level fusion, feature level fusion and decision level fusion [7].
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn, etc. can be considered as diﬀerent types of sensors. Considering that they capture user interests from diﬀerent aspects, data
level fusion may not be appropriate. In this paper, we consider decision level
fusion on user interests, since we want to compare the user interests sets generated from diﬀerent single sources and the ones produced by diﬀerent fusion
strategies. In decision level fusion of user interests, several list of ranked interests are generated based on each individual sources, and the fusion processes are
executed based on a certain kind of fusion strategy.
3.2

A Weighted Fusion Approach for Multi-source User Interests
Modeling

The generation of ranked interests lists can be based on various interests ranking
strategies [6]. In this paper, we select the cumulative interest function to rank interests and indicate users’ preference among them. In cumulative interest function,
each interests are assigned with a value of their word frequency during a speciﬁed
time slot [6]. After the steps of keywords extraction and ranking by cumulative
interest values, we get the ranked lists of interests data from diﬀerent sources.
In order to get more complete and holist understanding of the speciﬁc user’s
interests. We need to integrate these interest lists from multiple sources. In this
paper, we propose a weighted fusion approach for multi-source user interests
modeling. The fusion equation can be represented as follows:
I(i) =

m


wn · I(i)n

(1)

n=1

where i represents a speciﬁc interest, I(i)n represents the interest value of i
from the nth single source. wn denotes the weight of the nth source, which can
be determined according to diﬀerent speciﬁc strategies. I(i) denotes the user
interest value we get after the fusion. Here we provide two concrete strategies.
One is the average fusion strategy and another is time-sensitive fusion strategy.
In average fusion, wn = 1/n, which means every source is assigned the same
weight. In time-sensitive fusion, wn is determined by the following equations:
w1 : w2 : ... : wn = f1 : f2 : ... : fn
w1 + w2 + ... + wn = 1

(2)

where fn is the information update frequency of the nth source (the average
number of relevant messages released by the speciﬁc user per day). The equation
shows that the fusion weights are positive relevant to the information update
rate. Since most homepages do not maintain update time information, in our
experiment, we only consider the interest fusion from Twitter, Facebook notes
and LinkedIn.
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3.3

Experimental Results and Analysis

Here we select “Frank Van Harmelen” (an Artiﬁcial Intelligence researcher) as an
example to make a comparative study on diﬀerent fusion strategies. For timesensitive fusion, we get his information update rates in Twitter (f1 = 2.5),
Facebook (f2 = 0.2), and Linkedin (f3 = 0.0004) accordingly. Hence, w1 =
0.9258, w2 = 0.0741, and w3 = 0.0001. The time-sensitive interest fusion function
is represented as:
I(i) = 0.9258 · I(i)1 + 0.0741 · I(i)2 + 0.0001 · I(i)3

(3)

We choose the top 10 interests keywords in a time interval to illustrate the
fusion process (Interests are ranked in decreasing order on the values). Results
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Fig. 2. A Comparative Study of Interests Ranking of Single sources

Fig. 3. A Comparative Study of Interests Ranking from Single sources and Multi-source
Fusion
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from single sources are shown in Figure 2. We can observe that interests from different sources may have overlaps (e.g. “Semantic Web”, “LarKC”, and “RDFa”
from Twitter and Facebook), while they may also have many diversities (e.g.
there are only one in common between the interests from Twitter and the ones
from LinkedIn, namely “LarKC”).
Results based on the average fusion strategy and time-sensitive fusion strategy
are shown as in Figure 3. The result list of average fusion strategy contains 7
interests from Twitter, 7 interests from Facebook and 2 interests from LinkedIn.
The result list of time-sensitive fusion strategy contains the same interests terms
with Twitter, and the interests values are all very relevant to the ones from
Twitter. Except for overlapped interests terms, the fusion list does not contain
the interests that only appear in the lists of Facebook and Linkedin.
As observed from Figure 3, the result of time-sensitive fusion is highly relevant
to the ranked list from Twitter, since Frank updates his Twitter much more
frequent than his Facebook notes and LinkedIn. On the other hand, the sequence
of the same interests in Twitter and in time-sensitive fusion list are not exactly
the same (“Web” and “Open Data” have swapped their positions, so did “RDFa”
and “SPARQL”, which are mainly caused by interests from Facebook). Hence, if
we want to get fusion results that are more real-time, we should apply the timesensitive fusion strategy. If time is not a very important factor, and each sources
need to be realized, the average fusion strategy will be better. In addition, one
can develop their own strategies to decide on the weights for these multiple
sources.

4

Semantic Reasoning to Infer Implicit Interests

User interests are not isolated texts, they might be related to each other from
the semantics perspective. In order to have deeper utilization of user interests,
they need to be represented by knowledge representation languages. In addition, semantic reasoning can be applied to the represented user interests so that
implicit interests can be discovered.
4.1

Representation of User Interests in RDF

When representing user interests from multiple sources, static interests and dynamic interests need to be represented separately. For dynamic interests, they
are organized as a ranking list in this paper, and each interest is assigned with a
value. We adopt the e-FOAF:interest vocabulary 2 to represent user’s dynamic
interests [8]. Here we give a fragment of the author Frank van Harmelen’s interests proﬁle based on time-sensitive fusion.
<foaf:Person rdf:about="http://www.cs.vu.nl/~frankh/">
<foaf:name>Frank van Harmelen</foaf:name>
<e-foaf:interest>
2

E-foaf:interest Vocabulary Speciﬁcation http://wiki.larkc.eu/e-foaf:interest
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<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.wici-lab.org/wici/
wiki/index.php/Web">
<dc:title>Web</dc:title>
<e-foaf:cumulative_interest_value rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:value rdf:datatype="&xsd;number">34.922</rdf:value>
</e-foaf:cumulative_interest_value>
</rdf:Description>
</e-foaf:interest>
...
</foaf:Person>
For static interests, they are organized as an interests set. In the representation of these interests, value property of each interest is ignored. One can put
representation of dynamic interests and static interests into the same RDF ﬁle.
They can be distinguished by whether they have value descriptions. Alternatively, they also can be represented into two separate ﬁles so that they can be
selectively loaded for diﬀerent needs.
<foaf:Person rdf:about="http://www.cs.vu.nl/~frankh/">
<foaf:name>Frank van Harmelen</foaf:name>
<foaf:topic_interest>AI Department</foaf:topic_interest>
<foaf:topic_interest>Semantic Web</foaf:topic_interest>
<foaf:topic_interest>The Netherlands</foaf:topic_interest>
...
</foaf:Person>
By using FOAF vocabularies, the upper fragment is an illustrative example of
Frank van Harmelen’s static interests. As shown in the example, only interests
terms are provided, and they do not have a strict order.
4.2

Finding Implicit Interests by Reasoning on Interests Hierarchy

Reasoning can help to ﬁnd implicit knowledge based on existing facts. In our
study, in order to have a contextual and more complete understanding of user
interests, we need a further step of reasoning to expand the explicit user interests
list by the implicit ones.
Many domain knowledge can be organized as a hierarchical ontology, and each
term of this domain can be distributed in diﬀerent levels which are with diﬀerent
granularities [9,10]. Most interest terms can be considered to be from a certain
domain, hence, hierarchical ontology can help to get a speciﬁc interest’s context
in diﬀerent levels of granularities.
From explicit interests, we can approximately predict user’s main research
ﬁeld. Figure 4 presents a fragment of a domain ontology for “Artiﬁcial Intelligence” 3 . We represent this ontology in RDF, with the same method introduced
in [11], as shown in the following.
3

Here we do not discuss whether this ontology is well designed, we only show how to
obtain implicit interests by using this ontology
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<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Semantic Web">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf: resource="Artificial Intelligence"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="RDF">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf: resource="Semantic Web"/>
</rdfs:Class>
The process of ﬁnding implicit interests based on domain ontology can be
described as follows:
S tep 1. Locate the speciﬁed explicit interest on the domain ontology.
S tep 2. Perform inference by certain kind of reasoning (such as reasoning
with rdfs:subClassOf or rdfs:superClassOf relation).
S tep 3. Extend interests list by interests acquired through reasoning.
If we want to get interests with coarser levels of granularity than the explicit
interests, we try to reason out the superclass of the existing ones, and if we
want to get interests with ﬁner levels of granularity compared to the explicit
ones, we try to reason out the subclass of the explicit ones. Thus a hierarchical
context of explicit interests can be acquired and the original interest list can be
expanded. Since domain terms are usually organized on several levels, it might
not be practically eﬀective if all levels are considered for expansion. We suggest
it would be better to expand the interest list one level coarser or ﬁner than the
explicit interests.
For example, “Semantic Web” is a interest in Frank van Harmelen’s timesensitive interest fusion list, as shown in Figure 3. We locate this keyword on the
hierarchical ontology in Figure 4. By applying reasoning rule for ﬁnding superclass, we can conclude that Frank is interested in “Knowledge Representation”.
This fact is in the interests list of LinkedIn, although it is not explicit in the
time-sensitive interest fusion list, it can be inferred from this list. We also can
get the fact that Frank is generally interested in Artiﬁcial Intelligence.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a framework of multi-source personal interests fusion.
We described the workﬂow of the proposed method and illustrated the diﬀerent
phases of the approach. Two steps are of vital importance, namely, interest
fusion from multiple sources and semantic reasoning to extend the interest list.
For interest fusion, we proposed a weighted fusion function together with two
concrete strategies (i.e. average fusion and time-sensitive fusion). Illustrative
examples are provided based on the data from multiple sources such as Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. We should claim that for some users, their personal
information on these platforms are not public, and the proposed approach is
only eﬀective for users who are not mind to share their data.
In the future, we will continue to improve the proposed approach. In this paper, we mainly focus on the fusion of dynamic interests. In future studies, we are
going to investigate on how to integrate dynamic interests and static interests,
and meanwhile to realize the diﬀerence between them. Secondly, except for the
proposed average fusion strategy and time-sensitive fusion strategy, we are going
to work on other possibilities for interests fusion from multiple sources. In this
paper, we only introduced reasoning with hierarchical relations. Other possibilities need to be considered for producing implicit interests, such as extending
interest lists by reasoning with semantic similarity [5,12].
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